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The book is essentially three parts: a history of American passenger service; thumbnail descriptions of some large train
cities (as of ); a city by city narrative of the passenger routes then in existence; and finally, how to buy tickets, and how
to travel on a train.

Development[ edit ] Production began in December as a collaboration between Spielberg, Bluth, and
Universal, based on a concept by David Kirschner. There is an equal share of both of us in the picture. After
viewing The Rescuers, Spielberg agreed. Emmy-award-winning writers Judy Freudberg and Tony Geiss were
brought in to expand the script. When the initial script was complete, it was extremely long and was heavily
edited before its final release. The character was named after his maternal grandfather, Philip Posner, whose
Yiddish name was Fievel. The scene in which he presses up against a window to look into a classroom filled
with American "schoolmice" is based on a story Spielberg remembered about his grandfather, who told him
that Jews were only able to listen to lessons through open windows while sitting outside in the snow. Other
times, you need to seek an obscure voice, close your eyes, and just listen to it. If it has the highs and lows in
the deliverance of lines and it captures the focus of the character, it allows the animators to get a true fix on the
action. Green Tanya Mousekewitz was a young actress who had done some previous television series work
and several commercials. Finnegan won the role of Warren T. This idea inspired the writers to make Warren a
pretentious illiterate who continually misquoted Shakespeare. Musick Tony Toponi is one of a small number
of women in animation chosen to voice a male character. She based his voice on a friend she knew from grade
school. Henri was originally to be voiced by comedian Sid Caesar , and was conceived as scraggly and worn,
but later Plummer was cast for the part and Henri was drawn with a more dignified look. Bluth felt Henri was
an essential character to act as a voice for the statue "welcoming" Fievel to the new world. He decided to make
a stylistic shift from the more angular "modern style" of animation of the time to a style similar to Disney
animation from the s, where the characters have a more soft and cuddly feel. Animation[ edit ] Bluth preferred
to storyboard an entire picture, but it soon proved to be an enormous task. Bluth commented that he would
then "send them over to [Spielberg]. Often I brought them over myself, so that I could explain them.
Discussion arose about moving the entire production to Ireland, but Spielberg balked at the idea of a story
called An American Tail being produced overseas. They could videotape an action, then print out small black
and white thermal images from the tape for reference for both human and animal characters, a shorthand
method similar to the rotoscoping technique called in fact xerography used since the earliest days of
animation, in which sequences are shot in live action and traced onto animation cels. They also utilized the
process of building models and photographing them, particularly the ship at sea, and the "Giant Mouse of
Minsk", [6] a technique also used in many Disney films. Production difficulties[ edit ] During production,
Amblin and Universal expected to view the dailies and approve all major work on the film, and various
outside parties also requested changes here and there. This caused the production to buckle from excessive
oversight, and made Bluth feel that he was losing freedom of control over the production process. As the
release deadline approached, pressure grew throughout the crew and numerous problems arose, ranging from
slower-than-expected cel painting in Ireland to low footage output by some animators. Also, the songwriters
had written the score much later than originally desired. Suddenly scenes had to be dropped to save time and
money and new, shorter scenes had to be created to help pick up the story points lost in the process, sometimes
making the story line look jumbled. Notable cuts include the Mousekewitzes journey across Europe, a scene in
which they first meet Tiger and he gets stuck up in a tree, an upbeat song that Fievel was planned to sing while
imprisoned in the sweatshop, and a scene that gave greater explanation of the changing of names at Ellis
Island. He knew it would be difficult, but felt it was worth the sacrifice to work with Spielberg on a major
project. With the agreement of his employees, salaries were frozen for a year and half. Unlike the former Bluth
studios, the new Sullivan Bluth studios were non-union, and when many workers attempted to withdraw from
the union, it sparked a battle between Bluth and the union that continued through most of production. It was
mostly this struggle that later compelled Bluth to relocate to Ireland, which he felt offered a more supportive
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atmosphere. It would only work in animation or if I wrote a ballet. I loved doing it. Two excerpts of period
music also appear in the film: There is also a musical reference to the song Galway Bay popularized by Bing
Crosby. Initially Bluth and his team were disappointed with the first score recording, but once edited, they
found the music worked quite well. Called " Somewhere Out There ", it was composed by Horner and Barry
Mann with lyrics by Cynthia Weil , won a Grammy Award , and became one of the most popular songs from
an animated feature since the s.
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This is an important book, believe it or not. It was lovingly written by a train enthusiast back in the day when train travel
still mattered. The book is essentially three parts: a history of American passenger service; thumbnail descriptions of
some large train cities (as of ); a city by city narrative of the passenger routes then in existence; and finally, how to buy
tickets, and how to.

These programsâ€”specifically the latter, which featured a predominantly African-American group of
in-studio dancersâ€”would set the stage for what was to come to the station several years later. Cornelius also
was promoting and emceeing a touring series of concerts featuring local talent sometimes called "record hops"
at Chicago-area high schools, calling his traveling caravan of shows "The Soul Train". Cornelius was assisted
by Clinton Ghent, a local professional dancer who appeared on early episodes before moving behind the
scenes as a producer and secondary host. By the end of the first season, Soul Train was on in the other sixteen
markets. Soul Train was part of a national trend toward syndicated music-oriented programs targeted at niche
audiences; two other network series Hee Haw for country music, and The Lawrence Welk Show for traditional
music also entered syndication in and would go on to have long runs. Cornelius hosted the local Chicago and
Los Angelesâ€”based national programs simultaneously but soon focused his attention solely on the national
edition. Don Cornelius hosted every national episode of Soul Train during this era except for one: Most of the
stations that aired Soul Train during the final 13 years were either Fox affiliates or independent stations that
would later become WB or UPN affiliates. The following fall, Soul Train began using various guest hosts
weekly until comedian Mystro Clark began a two-year stint as permanent host in Clark was replaced by actor
Shemar Moore in In , Moore was succeeded by actor Dorian Gregory , who hosted through Instead, for two
seasons starting in â€”07, the program aired archived episodes all from between and under the title The Best of
Soul Train. The future of Soul Train was uncertain with the announced closing of Tribune Entertainment in
December , which left Don Cornelius Productions to seek a new distributor for the program. In May ,
Cornelius sold the rights to the Soul Train library to MadVision Entertainment, whose principal partners came
from the entertainment and publishing fields. The price and terms of the deal were not disclosed. Following
the purchase by MadVision, the Soul Train archives were exposed to new forms of distribution. Centric,
which launched on September 28, , is currently broadcasting archived episodes of the program. Archived
episodes of the series can also be seen on Bounce TV , an Atlanta-based television network that launched on
September 26, The Johnson-InterMedia consortium plans on a potential film project Cornelius had briefly
mentioned prior to selling the franchise, as well as producing potential stage adaptations and a cruise.
Cornelius continued to appear for Soul Train documentaries and ceremonies up until his death from suicide in
February In , a cruise-based revival, called the Soul Train Cruise, began taking place; the cruise is presented
by Centric. Cornelius acknowledged Bandstand as a model for his program; as the years advanced and Soul
Train evolved into a tradition in its own right, he tended to bristle at the Bandstand comparisons. Agreeing,
ABC canceled it after a few episodes. Cornelius admittedly had rap artists on the show only because the genre
was becoming popular among his African-American audience, though the decision alienated middle-aged,
more affluent African Americans like himself. The Music, Dance, and Style of a Generation. Cornelius openly
admitted after the series ended its run that the game was usually set up so everybody won in an effort not to
cause embarrassment for the show or African Americans in general. Soul Train line[ edit ] There was also the
popular "Soul Train Line" a variant of the s fad then known as The Stroll , in which all the dancers form two
lines with a space in the middle for dancers to strut down and dance in consecutive order. Originally, this
consisted of a coupleâ€”with men on one side and women on the other. In later years, men and women had
their own individual lineups. Sometimes, new dance styles or moves were featured or introduced by particular
dancers. In addition, there was an in-studio group of dancers who danced along to the music as it was being
performed. From time to time, stand-up comedians, such as Tom Dreesen whom Don Cornelius knew from his
time in Chicago and Franklyn Ajaye known in the s for being a star of the hit movie Car Wash , would be
featured on the program to perform a brief comedy routine. Soul Train was also known for two popular
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catchphrases , referring to itself as the "hippest trip in America" at the beginning of the show and closing the
program with " Soul Train then produced the short-lived Soul Train Comedy Awards in , which discontinued
that same year. Cornelius also announced that a motion picture based on the program was in development.
Theme music[ edit ] Soul Train used various original and current music for theme songs during its run,
including â€” Freeze , and again featuring an Everette Harp saxophone solo.
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America by Rail is the leader in rail tours and train vacations. Skilled America by RailÂ® Tour Directors are with you
throughout your train trip to handle all details and the hassles of travel, allowing you to have a fun-filled and carefree
vacation.
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Buy America by Train by Ira J. Fistell (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on
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A serial killer is typically a person who murders three or more people, with the murders taking place over more than a
month and including a significant period of time between them.
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